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ABSTRACT
A central capability of a long-lived reinforcement learning (RL) agent is to incrementally adapt
its behavior as its environment changes, and to incrementally build upon previous experiences to
facilitate future learning in real-world scenarios. In this paper, we propose LifeLong Incremental
Reinforcement Learning (LLIRL), a new incremental algorithm for efficient lifelong adaptation to
dynamic environments. We develop and maintain a library that contains an infinite mixture of param-
eterized environment models, which is equivalent to clustering environment parameters in a latent
space. The prior distribution over the mixture is formulated as a Chinese restaurant process (CRP),
which incrementally instantiates new environment models without any external information to signal
environmental changes in advance. During lifelong learning, we employ the expectation maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm with online Bayesian inference to update the mixture in a fully incremental
manner. In EM, the E-step involves estimating the posterior expectation of environment-to-cluster
assignments, while the M-step updates the environment parameters for future learning. This method
allows for all environment models to be adapted as necessary, with new models instantiated for en-
vironmental changes and old models retrieved when previously seen environments are encountered
again. Experiments demonstrate that LLIRL outperforms relevant existing methods, and enables
effective incremental adaptation to various dynamic environments for lifelong learning.
Keywords Bayesian inference, Chinese restaurant process, expectation maximization, incremental reinforcement
learning, lifelong learning.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) [1] is a kind of algorithms that permits an autonomous active agent to adapt its behavior
in a trial-and-error manner to maximize cumulative reward during interaction with an initially unknown environment.
Classical algorithms, such as dynamic programming [2], Monte-Carlo methods [3], and temporal-difference learn-
ing [4], have been successfully applied to Markov decision processes (MDPs) with a discrete state-action space, even
when the reward feedback is sparse or delayed [5, 6]. To overcome the “curse of dimensionality”, function approx-
imation techniques liberate RL from traditional tabular algorithms that usually converge slowly with unaffordable
computational costs, making RL applicable for MDPs with large or continuous state-action spaces [7, 8]. The recent
partnership with deep learning, referred to as deep reinforcement learning (DRL), makes RL being capable of solving
extremely high-dimensional problems ranging from arcade games [9], board games [10] to robotic control tasks [11].
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RL methods generally operate in a “stationary” regime: all training is performed in advance, producing policies to
make decisions at test-time in settings that approximately match those seen during training. However, the environment
is often dynamic in real-world scenarios where the reward or state transition functions, or even the state-action spaces
may change over time. Sudden changes in the environment, such as shifts in the terrain for robot navigation [12]
or variation in coexisting agents for multi-agent systems [13], can cause conventional learning algorithms to fail.
Since intelligent agents are becoming ubiquitous with human interactions, an increasing number of scenarios require
new learning mechanisms that are amenable for fast adaptation to environments that may drift or change from their
nominal situations [14]. A central ability of a long-lived autonomous RL agent is to incrementally adapt its behavior
as the environment changes around it, continuously exploiting previous knowledge to facilitate its lifelong learning
procedure. Unfortunately, these requirements can be problematic for many established RL algorithms.
Recently, incremental RL [15, 16] emerges as an effective alternative for fast adaptation to dynamic environments. 1
In this setting, the dynamic environment can be considered as a sequence of stationary tasks on a certain timescale
where each task corresponds to the specific environmental characteristics during the associated time period. As shown
in Fig. 1-(a), the previously learned knowledge (e.g., value functions or policies) is utilized for initialization of the
new learning process whenever the environment changes, and subsequently it is adjusted to a new one that fits in the
new environment in an incremental manner. Such incremental adaptation is crucial for intelligent systems operating
in the real world, where changing factors and unexpected perturbations are the norm. For the sake of computational
efficiency, Wang et al. [15, 16] directly inherited the knowledge from the last time period and discarded all experi-
ences prior to that, thus avoiding repeatedly accessing or processing a large set of previously seen environments. On
the other side, it is supposed to be more rational to remember all these experiences as an evolving library during the
“lifelong” learning process, as shown in Fig. 1-(b). To achieve artificial general intelligence, RL agents should con-
stantly build more complex skills and scaffold their knowledge about the world without forgetting what has already
been learned [23]. At a new time period, the learning agent can consult the stored library first, and either retrieve the
most similar experience (previously seen environment) from the library or expand a new experience (encountering a
new environment) into the library.
(a) Incremental RL (b) Lifelong incremental RL
Figure 1: Comparison between: (a) incremental RL; (b) lifelong incremental RL. Mt ∈M, t = 1, 2, ... denotes the
specific MDP/environment at time period t, and D denotes the dynamic environment over the MDP spaceM, and θ
denote learning parameters.
The goal in this paper is to develop a new incremental RL algorithm for lifelong adaptation to dynamic environments.
We focus on the way how we build upon prior experiences that are incrementally accumulated during lifelong learning.
This work is orthogonal to the previous one in [15, 16] where the emphasis was put on how the learned knowledge
was fast adapted to a new environment after simply inheriting it from the last time period.
1Moreover, incremental learning has been widely investigated to cope with learning tasks with an incoming stream of data
or an ever-changing environment [17], in various areas including supervised learning [18], machine vision [19], evolutionary
computation [20], human-robot interaction [21], and system modeling [22].
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We develop and maintain a library that contains a potentially infinite number of pairwise parameters. One is the canon-
ical “learning parameters” for learning the behavior policy, such as the policy network in direct policy search [11]. The
other, denoted as “environment parameters”, is to parameterize the environment using an arbitrary function approxima-
tor such as the neural network, which can be instantiated as the reward or state transition function. To handle dynamic
environment distributions over time, we introduce an infinite mixture of Bayesian models over environment parame-
ters, which is equivalent to clustering environment parameters in a latent space. The prior distribution over the mixture
is formulated as a Chinese restaurant process (CRP), where new environment models are sequentially instantiated as
needed. By using latent variables in a probabilistic mixture model to indicate the environment-to-cluster assignments,
we can directly detect similarities between environment models based on the environment-specific likelihood, without
requiring environment delineations to be specified in advance. During lifelong learning, we employ the expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm with online Bayesian inference to update the mixture of environment models in a fully
incremental manner. The E-step in EM corresponds to computing the posterior inference of environment probabilities,
while the M-step is amenable for updating environment parameters incrementally for future learning. This allows for
all environment models to be adapted as necessary, with new models instantiated for environmental changes and old
models retrieved when previously seen environments are encountered again.
The primary contribution of this paper is a LifeLong Incremental Reinforcement Learning (LLIRL) algorithm that
employs EM, in conjunction with a CRP prior on the environment distribution, to learn a mixture of environment
models to handle dynamic environments over time. The infinite mixture enables incremental assignments of soft
environment-to-cluster probabilities, allowing for environment specialization to emerge naturally without any external
information to signal environmental changes in advance. Experiments are conducted on a suite of continuous con-
trol tasks in various dynamic environments. Our results verify that LLIRL instantiates new environment models as
necessary, correctly clusters previously seen environments in a latent space, and incrementally builds upon previous
experiences to facilitate adaptation to challenging dynamic environments during lifelong learning.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the preliminaries including RL algorithms
and related work. In Section 3, we first present the problem statement and the overview of LLIRL, followed by
specific implementations in detail and the final integrated algorithm. Experiments on several robot navigation tasks
are conducted in Section 4. Section 5 presents concluding remarks.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Reinforcement Learning
RL is commonly studied based on the MDP framework. An MDP is a tuple 〈S,A, T ,R, γ〉, where S is the set of
states, A is the set of actions, T : S × A × S → [0, 1] is the state transition probability, R : S × A → R is the
reward function, and γ is the discount factor. A policy is defined as a function pi : S × A → [0, 1], a probability
distribution that maps actions to states, and
∑
a∈A pi(a|s) = 1,∀s ∈ S. The goal of RL is to find an optimal policy pi∗
that maximizes the expected long-term return J(pi):
J(pi) = Eτ∼pi(τ)[r(τ)] = Eτ∼pi(τ)
[ ∞∑
i=0
γiri
]
, (1)
where τ = (s0, a0, s1, a1, ...) is the learning episode, pi(τ) = p(s0)Π∞i=0pi(ai|si)p(si+1|si, ai), ri is the instant reward
received when executing the action ai in the state si.
The policy can be represented as a parameterized approximation piθ using a function h(·|θ). In DRL [11], h is a deep
neural network (DNN) and θ denotes the weights of the network. Gibbs distribution is commonly used for a discrete
action space:
piθ(i|s) = exp(hi(s|θ))∑
j∈A(s) exp(hj(s|θ))
, (2)
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and Gaussian distribution is usually used for a continuous action space:
piθ(a|s) = 1√
2piσ
exp
(
− 1
σ2
(h(s|θ)− a)2
)
. (3)
To measure the quality of the policy pi, the direct objective function can be equivalently rewritten as
J(θ) = Eτ∼piθ(τ)[r(τ)] =
∫
τ
piθ(τ)r(τ) dτ, (4)
where r(τ) =
∑∞
i=0 γ
iri is the return of episode τ .
The objective function is commonly maximized by ascending the parameters following the gradient of the policy with
respect to the expected return. By the policy gradient theorem [1], the basic policy gradient method employs the direct
gradient of the objective:
∇θJ(θ) = Eτ∼piθ(τ) [∇θ log piθ(τ)r(τ)]
=
∫
τ
∇θ log piθ(τ)r(τ)piθ(τ) dτ
≈
m∑
i=1
∇θ log piθ(τ i)r(τ i),
(5)
where (τ1, ..., τm) is a batch of learning episodes sampled from the behavior policy piθ. Then, the parameters θ are
updated iteratively by θ ← θ + α∇θJ(θ) until J(θ) converges.
2.2 Related Work
Incremental learning is related to online learning [24] and continual learning [25], which also consider a sequential
setting where tasks are revealed one after another. One of the most representative algorithms for online learning is to
follow the leader (FTL) [26], which updates parameters as
θt+1 = arg min
θ∈Rd
t∑
i=1
Li(θ), (6)
where L is the loss function. FTL consolidates all the data from the prior stream of tasks into a single large dataset
and fits a single model to it. Online learning offers an appealing theoretical framework [27] that aims at zero-shot
generalization without any task-specific adaptation, while our lifelong incremental learning considers how past ex-
periences can facilitate the learning adaptation to a new task. On the other side, continual learning systems aim to
learn a sequence of tasks one by one such that the learning of each new task will not forget how to perform previously
trained tasks [28], i.e., mitigating catastrophic forgetting [29]. In contrast, our lifelong incremental learning exploits
past experiences in a sequential manner to learn good priors, while it has the ability to rapidly adapt to the current
learning task at hand.
Our work is also related to Bayesian RL [30], a principled framework that leverages methods from Bayesian infer-
ence to incorporate prior information into the learning process. Unfortunately, computing the full Bayesian policy is
intractable in all but the simplest cases due to high sample complexity and computational burden [30]. In a similar
spirit, Bayesian policy reuse (BPR) [14] employs Bayesian inference to select prior knowledge from a pre-established
library. BPR+ [13] extends BPR to handle non-stationary opponents in multi-agent RL settings. Generally, BPR
prefers to quickly select a near-optimal policy from a collection of pre-learnt behaviours that have been acquired of-
fline, rather than learn an optimal one for each new task. By comparison, our lifelong incremental learning emphasizes
optimal adaptation to the ever-changing environment at each time period, and synchronously incorporates a mixture
of Bayesian models to update the library in a fully incremental manner. Besides the policies, our method can also use
other kinds of learning parameters (e.g., deep Q-network [9]) to construct the library, which is easy to implement for
general RL architectures.
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Developing smart agents that are able to work under dynamic conditions has attracted increasing attention in the RL
community. A particularly related class of methods in the context of dynamic environments is transfer RL [31], which
reuses the knowledge from a set of related source domains to help the target learning task. One feasible approach
is to use domain randomization to train a robust policy that can work under a large variety of environments[32–35].
Tobin et al. [32] first trained an object detector with randomized appearances in simulation, and transferred it to solve
real robotic grasping task with unknown variations. Muratore et al. [33] utilized an upper confidence bound on the
optimality gap as a stopping criterion to train robust policies that can be applied directly to real second-order nonlinear
systems with an approximate probabilistic guarantee on the sub-optimality. These approaches rely on task-specific
knowledge to schedule the range of randomized domains. An enormous range of domains may lead to a conservative
strategy, while a small range is not likely to be sufficient of providing enough variation for the policy to transfer to
uncertain environments. In contrast, our method provides a flexible structure in which the scale of the mixture model
is determined by the observed dynamic environment itself, without any requirement on the range of task distributions.
Instead of learning invariance to environment dynamics, an alternative solution is to train an adaptive policy that is
able to identify environmental dynamics and apply actions appropriate for different dynamics. Chen et al. [36] used
an representation of hardware variations as an additional input to the policy function for each discrete instance of
the environment. Yu et al. [37] leveraged domain randomization to learn a family of policies conditioned on explicit
environmental dynamics, and directly searched for the best policy in that family based on the task performance when
tested in unknown environments. Constructing these environment-conditioned policies requires prior knowledge of
the system’s dynamics, which may not hold in the real world. In the absence of such prior knowledge, the environ-
mental dynamics can be inferred from a history of past states and actions. Peng et al. [38] embedded the summary
of past states and actions into the internal memory of a recurrent policy model, thus providing a mechanism for in-
ferring the systems dynamics from the policy itself. Andrychowicz et al. [39] learned adaptive behavior and implicit
system identification simultaneously by formulating memory-augmented recurrent policies for in-hand manipulation
tasks. Adaptive policies can be learned exclusively from the assumed source tasks and applied directly to unknown
environments without any additional training. However, policies trained over a source distribution may not general-
ize well when the discrepancy between the target environment and the source is too large. In contrast, our method
incrementally updates and expands a mixture model to handle dynamic environments on the fly, regardless of such
discrepancy.
Another line of research that tackles the learning problem in dynamic environments is meta-learning, also called
learning-to-learn [40]. A recent trend in meta-learning is to learn an initialization for a base-model from which
adaptation can be quickly performed to new tasks sampled from a fixed distribution. One such approach is the model-
agnostic meta-learning (MAML) [41], a simple yet elegant meta-learning framework that has achieved state-of-the-art
results in a number of settings [42]. Al-Shedivat et al. [43] developed a simple gradient-based meta-learning algorithm
suitable for continuous adaptation to dynamically changing and adversarial scenarios in a competitive multi-agent
setting. In the context of model-based RL, Nagabandi et al. [44] used meta-learning to train a dynamics model prior
that can be fast adapted to the local context when combined with recent data. In general, existing approaches need
to repeatedly access and process a potentially large distribution of training tasks to yield a reliable knowledge base
for target environments that are supposed to be consistent with the training distribution. In contrast, our method
concentrates on the ability to rapidly learn and adapt in a sequential manner by maintaining a library from scratch,
without any structural assumptions or prior knowledge on the dynamics of the ever-changing environment.
3 LifeLong Incremental Reinforcement Learning (LLIRL)
In this section, we first formulate the lifelong incremental learning problem in the context of dynamic environments.
Then, we introduce the overview of the proposed LLIRL algorithm that enables the agent to incrementally accumulate
knowledge over a lifetime of experience and rapidly adapt to dynamic environments by building upon prior knowl-
edge. Next, we explain in detail the infinite mixture model that formulates the prior distribution on an incrementally
increasing number of environment clusters, and the EM algorithm with online Bayesian inference to update the mix-
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ture of environment models in a fully incremental manner. Lastly, we present the integrated LLIRL algorithm based
on the above implementations.
3.1 Problem Formulation
We consider the dynamic environment as a sequence of stationary tasks on a certain timescale where each task corre-
sponds to the specific environment characteristics at the associated time period. Assume there is a space of MDPs,M,
and an infinite sequence of environments, D, over time inM. An RL agent interacts with the dynamic environment
D = [M1, ...,Mt−1,Mt, ...], where each Mt ∈ M denotes the specific MDP/environment that is stationary at the
t-th time period. The environment changes over time, resulting in a non-stationary environment distribution, and the
identity of the current environmentMt is unknown to the agent. We assume in this paper that the environment changes
only in the reward and state transition functions, but keeps the same state and action spaces. The goal of lifelong
incremental learning is to build upon the prior knowledge accumulated along with previous time periods 1, 2, ..., t−1,
to facilitate optimizing the learning parameters that can achieve maximum return at the current environment Mt as
θ∗t = arg max
θ∈Rd
JMt(θ). (7)
In an incremental manner, the agent learns optimal parameters (θ∗t+1,θ
∗
t+2, ...) over its lifetime, in conjunction with
updating the prior knowledge for future learning.
3.2 Method Overview
A straightforward approach for leveraging prior knowledge is to store every learning instantiation along with previous
time periods, while it suffers from scalability problems as the number of instantiated environments quickly becomes
large. Hence, we start with a more rational idea that parameterizes environment instantiations and then clusters previ-
ously seen environments in a latent space, reducing redundancy within the stored library.
We develop and maintain a library that contains a potentially infinite number of pairwise parameters (θ(∞),ϑ(∞))
during the lifelong learning process in a dynamic environment: θ for learning the behavior policy (e.g., policy net-
work), and ϑ for parameterizing the environment (e.g., reward or state transition function approximated by a neural
network). At time period t, suppose that the accumulated knowledge along with previous time periods 1, 2, ..., t − 1
is represented by the library containing L sets of pairwise parameters {θ(l)t ,ϑ(l)t }Ll=1, where θ(l) and ϑ(l) denote the
learning and environment parameters corresponding to a specific environment cluster M (l) ∈ M, respectively. The
agent should first estimate the identity of the current environment Mt (which is unknown) as
zt = l
∗, l∗ ∈ {1, ..., L, L+ 1}, (8)
where zt is a categorical latent variable indicating the cluster assignment of the environment-specific parameters ϑt.
l∗ ≤ L indicates retrieving the most similar model of previously seen environment in the library, and l∗ = L + 1
indicates the incremental expansion of a new environment cluster into the library. After the environment identification,
the agent will initialize learning parameters of the current environment from the library as θt ← θ(l
∗)
t , which is
considered to help the current learning process most. The learning parameters are further optimized through interacting
with the current environment, and in turn are used to update the library for future learning as θ(l
∗)
t+1 ← θ∗t .
To handle dynamic environments, we introduce an infinite mixture over the environment-specific parameters ϑ, which
is equivalent to clustering the environment parameters in a latent space. The prior distribution P (ϑ) is formulated
via the CRP, which will be discussed in Section 3.4. Since the number of environment clusters is unknown, we begin
with one environment cluster at the first time period, where L = 1 and we randomly initialize the pairwise parameters
(θ
(1)
1 ,ϑ
(1)
1 ) in the library. From here, we continuously update the environment-specific parameters to model the true
dynamic environment, and incrementally instantiate new environment clusters as needed via the CRP. At each time
period, to identify the unknown current environment Mt, we will use the introduced mixture to infer the prior and
posterior distributions over environment clusters, using these distributions to make predictions, and in turn using them
6
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to update the environment parameters. Thus, the lifelong incremental learning method can adapt the environment
parameters at each time period according to the inferred distributions over an increasing number of environment
clusters.
During lifelong learning, we employ the EM algorithm to update the Bayesian mixture of environment models in a
fully incremental manner, which will be described in detail in Section 3.5. The E-step in EM involves inferring the
latent environment probabilities as
P (ϑt|Yt,Xt) ∝ pϑt(Yt|Xt)P (ϑt), (9)
and the M-step optimizes the expected log-likelihood as
L(ϑt) = EMt∼P (ϑt|Xt,Yt)[log pϑt(Yt|Xt)], (10)
where (Xt,Yt) are input-output samples with respect to environment models at time period t.
3.3 Environment Parameterization
Clustering environments as a mixture in a latent space requires a model that can represent the underlying environment
and needs to train the parameterized model in a supervised way. Naturally, we can use the reward function:
r = g1ϑ(s, a), (11)
or the state transition function:
s′ = g2ϑ(s, a), (12)
or the concatenation of the two functions:
[r, s′] = g3ϑ(s, a), (13)
to parameterize the environment. In this way, the input of the environment model x can be the concatenation of the
state and action, and the output y can be the instant reward or next state or their concatenation. The input-output
samples (x,y) that are used to train and update environment models can be constructed from the episodic transitions
(s, a, r, s′) in a canonical RL process.
To obtain a slightly large batch of data for each incremental update, we set the input x to be the concatenation of h pre-
vious states and actions, given by xi = [si−h+1, ai−h+1, ..., si, ai], and the output y to be the corresponding rewards
yi = [ri−h+1, ..., ri], or next states yi = [si−h+2, ..., si+1], or their concatenation yi = [ri−h+1, si−h+2, ..., ri, si+1].
Since individual transition at high frequency can be very noisy, using the consecutive h transitions helps damp out
the updates. At time period t, let pϑt(Yt|Xt) represent the predictive likelihood of the environment model ϑt on
episodic samples (Xt,Yt) =
∑H
i=h(x
t
i,y
t
i), where H is the time horizon of the learning episode. The predictive
model represents each sample as an independent Gaussian N (yti ; gϑt(xti), σ2), such that
pϑt(Yt|Xt) = ΠHi=hN (yti ; gϑt(xti), σ2), (14)
where σ2 is a constant.
3.4 An Infinite Mixture for Dynamic Environments
In the regime of dynamic environments, it is important to add mixture components incrementally to enable special-
ization of different environment models that constitute the lifelong learning process. We employ an infinite/non-
parametric Dirichlet process mixture model (DPMM) [45] to formulate the prior distribution over an increasing num-
ber of environment clusters, providing a flexible structure in which the number of environment clusters is determined
by the observed dynamic environments.
The instantiation of the DPMM that is well suitable for incremental learning can be described via the Chinese restaurant
process (CRP) [46], a distribution over mixture components that embodies the assumed prior distribution over cluster
structures [47, 48]. The CRP can be described by a sequence of customers sitting down at the tables of a Chinese
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restaurant, where customers sitting at the same table belong to the same cluster. Each customer sits down alone at
a new table with probability proportional to a concentration parameter, or sits at a previously occupied table with
probability proportional to the number of customers already sitting there.
In our case with the CRP formulation, the environment identities are inferred in a sequential manner while the prior
distribution over environment clusters allows a new mixture component to be instantiated with some probability, which
is essential for the incremental learning implementation. For a sequence of environments [M1, ...,Mt−1,Mt, ...],
the first environment is assigned to the first cluster. At time period t, the prior distribution, i.e., the expectation of
environment-to-cluster assignments, for each cluster M (l) is given by
P (ϑ
(l)
t ) = P (zt = l) =
{
n(l)
t−1+ζ , l ≤ L
ζ
t−1+ζ , l = L+ 1,
(15)
where n(l) denotes the number of encountered environments already occupying the cluster M (l), and ζ is a fixed
positive concentration hyperparameter that controls the instantiation of new clusters. Considering all previous time
periods, the prior probability over all environment clusters becomes
P (ϑ
(l)
t |ϑ1:t−1, ζ) =
{∑t−1
t′=1 P (ϑ
(l)
t′ )
t−1+ζ , l ≤ L
ζ
t−1+ζ , l = L+ 1,
(16)
where L indicates the number of non-empty clusters, and l = L+ 1 indicates the potential spawning of a new cluster.
This non-parametric formation circumvents the necessity for a priori fixed number of clusters, enabling the mixture to
unboundedly adapt its complexity along with the evolving complexity of the observed dynamic environment. During
lifelong learning, new clusters can be naturally instantiated as needed in an incremental manner, without any external
information to signal environmental changes in advance.
Remark 1. At one extreme when ζ = 0, there is only one environment cluster all the time. Our method degenerates to
the incremental learning setting in [15] that directly inherits the prior knowledge from the last time period and discards
all experiences prior to that. When the concentration hyperparameter ζ gets larger, the CRP tends to produce more
clusters, which is likely to provide more precise clustering results at the cost of more computational efforts. At the
other extreme of ζ =∞, our method always instantiates a new cluster for each environment, resulting in a one-to-one
environment-to-cluster mapping. The learning adaptation performance will degrade poorly since at each time period
we need to learn from scratch without utilizing any prior knowledge.
3.5 EM with Online Bayesian Inference
To enable lifelong learning in dynamic environments, we employ the EM algorithm with online Bayesian inference
to update the mixture of environment models in a fully incremental manner. In our case, the E-step in EM involves
estimating the posterior expectation of environment-to-cluster assignments at the current time period P (ϑt|Xt,Yt),
while the M-step involves updating environment parameters ϑt to the new ϑt+1 incrementally for future learning.
We first estimate the expectations over all L+ 1 clusters (including the potentially new one) considering the environ-
ment distribution. The posterior distribution of each environment-to-cluster assignment P (ϑ(l)t |Xt,Yt) can be written
as
P (ϑ
(l)
t |Xt,Yt) ∝ pϑ(l)t (Yt|Xt)P (ϑ
(l)
t ). (17)
Combing the prior probability in (16) and the predictive likelihood in (14), the posterior probability distribution over
environment clusters can be derived as
P (ϑ
(l)
t |Xt,Yt) ∝
{
p
ϑ
(l)
t
(Yt|Xt)
∑t−1
t′=1 P (ϑ
(l)
t′ ), l ≤ L
p
ϑ
(l)
t
(Yt|Xt)ζ, l = L+ 1.
(18)
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With the estimated posterior P (ϑ(l)t |Xt,Yt), we perform the M-step that optimizes the expected log-likelihood in (10)
based on the inferred environment probabilities. Suppose that each environment model starts from the prior parameters
ϑ1, the value of ϑt after taking one gradient update at each time period can be derived by
ϑ
(l)
t+1 = ϑ
(l)
1 − β
t∑
t′=1
P (ϑ
(l)
t′ |Xt′ ,Yt′)∇ϑ(l)
t′
log p
ϑ
(l)
t′
(Yt′ |Xt′), ∀l, (19)
where β is the learning rate for the EM algorithm. As stated in Section 3.1, with our incremental learning setting,
the mixture of environment models has already been updated for all previous time periods 1, 2, ..., t − 1. We can
approximate the update in (19) by incrementally updating previous parameters on samples of the current environment
as
ϑ
(l)
t+1 = ϑ
(l)
t − βP (ϑ(l)t |Xt,Yt)∇ϑ(l)t log pϑ(l)t (Yt|Xt), ∀l. (20)
This procedure circumvents the necessity for storing previously seen samples, yielding a fully streaming, incremental
learning algorithm with online Bayesian inference. To fully implement the EM algorithm, we need to repeatedly
alternate the E- and M-steps to converge, rolling back the previous gradient update at each iteration [48].
3.6 Integrated Algorithm
With the above implementations, the complete LLIRL algorithm is summarized as in Algorithm 1. At the first time
period t = 1, the environment mixture is initialized to contain only one entry L = 1, and we randomly initialize
the pairwise parameters (θ(1)1 ,ϑ
(1)
1 ) in Line 1. From here, the incremental learning process at each time period t is
described as follows.
We first initialize the pairwise parameters (θ(L+1)t ,ϑ
(L+1)
t ) that correspond to the new potential environment cluster in
Line 3. Since the identity of the current environment Mt is unknown, we employ a uniform behavior policy to collect
a few episodic transitions TE =
∑
i(si, ai, ri, s
′
i) that can mostly explore the state-action space of the environment
in Line 4. From TE , we can construct the input-output samples (Xt,Yt) in Line 5, which will be used to infer the
environment identity and to update the environment models. With the samples collected in the current environment, we
can compute the predictive likelihood over environment clusters (including the potentially new cluster) pϑt(Yt|Xt) in
Line 6. Combining this estimated likelihood in (14) and the CRP prior probability in (16), we can infer the posterior
probabilities over the mixture of environment models P (ϑt|Yt,Xt) in Line 7.
The CRP prior assigns a probability of adding a new cluster to the environment distribution, while the Bayesian
posterior determines whether to expand the new environment cluster into the library or not. If the posterior probability
of the new potential cluster is greater than those of the L non-empty existing clusters as in Line 8, then this new cluster
is incrementally expanded into the library as in Lines 9−10. Next, we perform the EM algorithm with online Bayesian
inference to update the mixture of environment models in a fully incremental manner. The E-step re-calculates the
posterior distribution over environment models in Line 13. The M-step improves the expected log-likelihood in (10)
based on the inferred posterior distribution, updating environment parameters ϑ via gradient descent in Line 14. After
alternating the E- and M-steps to converge, we can obtain new environment parameters that are updated incrementally
for future learning in Line 16. Based on the updated environment parameters, the identity of the current environment
is obtained by computing a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate on the predictive likelihood as Mt = M (l
∗) in
Line 17, i.e., selecting the environment model that best fits the current samples (Xt,Yt). LLIRL does not refine
cluster assignments of previously observed environments, circumventing the need of multiple expensive passes over
the whole library. Instead, we incrementally infer environment parameters and instantiate new clusters during episodic
training based on unbiased estimates of log-likelihood gradients.
After the identification of the current environment, we initialize its learning parameters from those associated with the
selected environment cluster as θt ← θ(l
∗)
t in Line 18, which is supposed to help the current learning process most.
Finally, the agent continues to optimize the learning parameters through interacting with the current environment
in Line 19, and then update the corresponding learning parameters in the library after the current learning process
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Algorithm 1: LLIRL with online Bayesian inference
Input: Dynamic environment D = [M1, ...,Mt−1,Mt, ...]
Output: Optimal learning parameters θ∗t for each time period during lifelong learning
1 Initialize L = 1, t = 1, and (θ(1)1 ,ϑ
(1)
1 )
2 for each time period t do
3 Initialize (θ(L+1)t ,ϑ
(L+1)
t ) // for the new potential environment cluster
4 Collect a few transitions TE =∑i(si, ai, ri, s′i) // sampled from a uniform behavior policy
5 Construct (Xt,Yt) from TE // samples with respect to the environment models
6 Calculate p
ϑ
(l)
t
(Yt|Xt) using (14), ∀l ≤ L+ 1 // predictive likelihood of environment models on samples
7 Infer P (ϑ(l)t |Xt,Yt) using (17), ∀l ≤ L+ 1 // posterior of environment-to-cluster assignments
8 if P (ϑ(L+1)t |Xt,Yt) > P (ϑ(l)t |Xt,Yt), ∀l ≤ L then
9 Add (θ(L+1)t ,ϑ
(L+1)
t ) to (θt,ϑt) thereafter // incremental expansion of the new environment cluster
10 L← L+ 1
11 end
12 while not converging do
13 Re-calculate P (ϑ(l)t |Xt,Yt) using (17) with updated ϑ(l)t , ∀l ≤ L // E-step, update the posterior
14 Adapt ϑ(l)t using (20) with updated P (ϑ
(l)
t |Xt,Yt), ∀l ≤ L // M-step, update environment parameters
15 end
16 ϑ
(l)
t+1 ← ϑ(l)t , ∀l ≤ L // obtain new environment parameters incrementally for future learning
17 l∗ = argmaxl≤L pϑ(l)t+1
(Yt|Xt) // obtain the identity of the current environment
18 θt ← θ(l
∗)
t // initialize the learning parameters from the most likely environment cluster
19 Update θt, obtain θ∗t // learn in the current environment until it converges
20 θ
(l)
t+1 ← θ(l)t , ∀l ≤ L; θ(l
∗)
t+1 ← θ∗t // obtain new learning parameters incrementally for future learning
21 end
converges in Line 20. Correspondingly, the entire process of LLIRL is illustrated by a flow diagram as shown in
Fig. 2.
4 Experiments
We conduct experiments on continuous control tasks. Using agents in these tasks, we design a number of challenging
learning problems that involve infinite (multiple) changes in the underlying environment distribution, where lifelong
incremental learning is critical. Through these experiments, we aim to build problem settings that are representative of
the types of dynamic environments that RL agents may encounter in real-world scenarios. The overarching questions
that we aim to study from our experiments include:
Q1 Can LLIRL handle various dynamic environments where the reward or state transition function may change
over the agent’s lifetime?
Q2 Does LLIRL successfully build upon previous experiences to facilitate lifelong learning adaptation to these
dynamic environments?
Q3 How does the number of instantiated environment clusters in the latent space affect the performance?
4.1 Experimental Settings
In the following two subsections, we present results and insightful analysis of our findings. In the experiments, we
evaluate LLIRL in comparison to four baseline methods:
1. CA: It Continuously Adapts a single policy model during lifelong learning. This is representative of com-
monly used dynamic evaluation methods [44, 49].
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Figure 2: The flow diagram of LLIRL with online Bayesian inference.
2. Robust: It takes the most recent observation as the input (i.e., pirobust : s 7→ a) and leverages domain
randomization to train a robust policy that is supposed to work for all environments [32, 34], while the
current environmental dynamics cannot be identified from its input.
3. Adaptive: It represents the policy as a long short-term memory (LSTM) network that takes a history of
observations as the input (i.e., piadapt : [st−l, ..., st] 7→ a) [38, 39]. This allows the policy to implicitly
identify the current environment and adaptively choose actions according to the identified environment.
4. MAML: It trains a meta-policy by exploiting the dependence between consecutive tasks, such that it can solve
new learning tasks using only a small number of training samples [41, 43].
We use the policy search algorithm with nonlinear function approximation to handle continuous control tasks [11].
The policy is represented as a (deep) neural network, and its parameters are optimized using the gradient descent
method. Following the benchmarks [11], we adopt a similar model architecture for all investigated domains. The
trained policy of LLIRL is approximated by a feedforward neural network with two 200-unit hidden layers separated
by ReLU nonlinearity, which maps each state to the mean of a Gaussian distribution. The log-standard deviation
is parameterized by a global vector independent of the state. The environment model gϑ is also parameterized by
a feedforward neural network with two 200-unit hidden layers separated by ReLU nonlinearity, which maps each
state-action pair to the reward in (11) or the next state in (12) or their concatenation in (13).
For fair comparison to our method, the network architecture of CA, Robust and MAML is set as the same as that of
LLIRL. For Adaptive, we feed a history of 5 observations to a recurrent policy network that consists of a 200-unit
embedding layer and a 200-unit LSTM layer separated by ReLU nonlinearities. The universal polices of Robust,
Adaptive and MAML are trained over a variety of environments that are randomly sampled from a fixed distribution.
Further, we continue to train these universal polices after transferring to the new task whenever the environment
changes, using the same amount of samples LLIRL consumes in each environment. We refer to this additional training
step as adaptation at execution time. In contrast, LLIRL directly adapts to dynamic environments on the fly without
11
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any external information to signal environmental changes in advance, avoiding access to a large distribution of training
environments and releasing the dependency on structural assumptions of environmental dynamics.
For each report unit (a particular algorithm running on a particular task), we define two performance metrics. One is the
average return over a batch of learning episodes in each policy iteration, which is defined as 1m
∑m
i=1 ri(piθ), where m
is the batch size, and ri(piθ) is the received return for executing the associated policy. The other is the average return
over all policy iterations, which is defined as 1mJ
∑J
j
∑m
i=1 r
j
i (piθ), where J is the number of training iterations.
The former will be plotted in figures and the latter will be presented in tables. To constitute a lifelong learning
process, we sequentially change the environment for T = 50 times for each task, resulting in a dynamic environment
D = [M1, ...,MT ]. We record the performance of all tested methods for every environment instance Mt(1 ≤ t ≤ T ),
and report the statistical results over these T learning adaptation periods to demonstrate the performance of lifelong
learning in dynamic environments. Our code is available online. 2
4.2 2D Navigation
We first implement LLIRL on a set of navigation tasks where a point agent must move to a goal position within a
unit square. The state is the current observation of the 2D position, and the action corresponds to the 2D velocity
commands that are clipped to be in the range of [−0.1, 0.1]. The reward is the negative squared distance to the goal
minus a small control cost that is proportional to the action’s scale. Each learning episode always starts from a given
point and terminates when the agent is within 0.01 of the goal or at the horizon of H = 100. The gradient updates are
computed using vanilla policy gradient (REINFORCE) [11]. The hyperparameters are set as: learning rates α = 0.02
for policy learning and β = 0.001 for environment model updating, discount factor γ = 0.99, batch size m = 16, and
time horizon h = 4 for environment parameterization.
4.2.1 Representative Types of Dynamic Environments
For Q1, we simulate three representative types of dynamic environments as shown in Fig. 3:
(a) Type I: the goal changes. (b) Type II: the puddles change.
(c) Type III: both the goal and the puddles change.
Figure 3: Examples of three types of dynamic environments in the 2D navigation tasks. S˙ is the start point and G˙ is
the goal point. Puddles are shown in gray.
2https://github.com/HeyuanMingong/llirl
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Table 1: The numerical results in terms of average return over all iterations of all tested methods implemented in the
2D navigation tasks. Here and in similar tables below, the mean across T = 50 consecutive environmental changes is
presented, and the confidence intervals are corresponding standard errors. The best performance is marked in boldface.
Task Type I Type II Type III
CA −33.82± 0.79 −33.98± 0.88 −32.07± 0.80
Robust −24.26± 0.50 −32.64± 0.32 −25.69± 0.53
Adaptive −31.56± 0.59 −31.41± 0.27 −30.49± 0.48
MAML −20.31± 0.80 −29.17± 0.33 −22.21± 0.77
LLIRL −11.36± 0.25 −22.46± 0.42 −15.63± 0.25
• Type I: As shown in Fig 3-(a), the dynamic environment is created by changing the goal position within the unit
square randomly. Corresponding to the statement in Section 3.1, the environment changes in the reward function in
this case. To implement the mixture of environment models, we use the reward function as in (11) to parameterize
environments.
• Type II: It is a modified version of the benchmark puddle world environment presented in [50, 51]. As shown in
Fig 3-(b), the agent should drive to the goal while avoiding three circular puddles with different sizes. The agent
will bounce to its previous position when hitting on the puddles. The dynamic environment is created by moving
the puddles within the unit square randomly, i.e., the environment changes in the state transition function, and we
use the state transition function as in (12) to parameterize environments.
• Type III: As a combination of the above two types shown in Fig 3-(c), this kind of dynamic environment is created
by changing both the goal and puddles within the unit square randomly. The environment changes in both the reward
and state transition functions, which is considered to be more complex than the other two types. Corresponding to
Section 3.3, we use the concatenation of the reward and state transition functions as in (13) to parameterize this type
of complex environments.
4.2.2 Results of Lifelong Learning Adaptation
To address Q1 and Q2, we present primary results of LLIRL and all baselines implemented on the three types of
dynamic environments. Fig. 4 shows the average return per policy iteration, and Table 1 reports numerical results in
terms of average return over 100 iterations. For LLIRL, the numbers of instantiated clusters are L = 6, L = 4, and
L = 5 for the three types of navigation tasks, respectively. Obviously, CA obtains the slowest learning adaptation
to dynamic environments since it adopts the simplest adaptation mechanism. Robust and Adaptive achieve better
performance than CA, which is supposed to benefit from leveraging the domain randomization technique. MAML
performs the best among all baselines, exhibiting its ability to embed across-task knowledge into the meta-policy and
acquire task-specific knowledge quickly at execution time.
From Fig. 4, it can be observed that LLIRL achieves much faster learning adaptation to all dynamic environments
compared to the four baselines. For instance, in the type I dynamic environment, it takes only 20 policy iterations
for LLIRL to obtain near-optimal asymptotic performance, while it takes more than 100 iterations for all baselines.
The performance gap in terms of average return per iteration is more pronounced for smaller amounts of computation,
which is supposed to benefit from the distinct acceleration of correctly retrieving the most similar environment cluster
from the library. From Table 1, it can be obtained that LLIRL receives significantly larger average returns over all
training iterations than all baselines. Additionally, it can be observed from the statistical results that LLIRL mostly
obtains smaller confidence intervals and standard errors than the baselines. It indicates that LLIRL can provide more
stable learning adaptation to these dynamic environments. In summary, consistent with the statement in Section 3.1, it
is verified that LLIRL is capable of handling dynamic environments where the reward or state transition function may
change over time, and providing significantly better learning adaptation to them.
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(a) Type I, L=6 (b) Type II, L=4 (c) Type III, L=5
Figure 4: The average return per iteration of all tested methods in the 2D navigation tasks. L is the number of
instantiated environment clusters by LLIRL. Here and in similar figures below, the mean of average return per iteration
across T = 50 consecutive environmental changes is plotted as the bold line with 95% bootstrapped confidence
intervals of the mean (shaded).
4.2.3 Influence of the Number of Clusters
To address Q3, i.e., identifying the relationship between the number of instantiated environment clusters and the
performance of LLIRL, we vary hyperparameters of the CRP prior and the EM algorithm to obtain a series of imple-
mentations with different numbers of instantiated environment clusters. The performance of various LLIRL imple-
mentations with different numbers of clusters in the three types of navigation tasks is shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2,
respectively. At one extreme, LLIRL with only one cluster degenerates to the CA baseline. It can be observed that,
adding only one cluster (LLIRL with 2 clusters) is already capable of improving the learning adaptation to a large
extent compared to the CA baseline. Imagine an extreme situation where the dynamic environment consists of two
opposed tasks that are consecutively switched. Initializing the policy from the last time period probably provides little
improvement for the current learning process, while initializing from the second-last time period tends to benefit a lot.
In this case, maintaining two clusters of knowledge instead of one will significantly enhance learning adaptation to
dynamic environments.
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Figure 5: The average return per iteration of LLIRL implementations with different numbers of instantiated environ-
ment clusters in the navigation tasks.
In the beginning, adding several clusters will generally help improve the learning adaptation performance, since a
library with more clusters of knowledge is likely to provide more appropriate policy initialization for the learning
process at each time period. However, as the number of instantiated environment clusters increases, the learning
performance is hardly improved and may even be degraded further. At the other extreme, LLIRL will assign the en-
vironment at each time period to a distinct cluster, resulting in a one-to-one environment-to-cluster mapping. In this
case, LLIRL degenerates to the setting that requires learning from scratch at each time period whenever the environ-
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Table 2: The numerical results in terms of average return over all iterations of LLIRL implementations with different
numbers of instantiated environment clusters in the navigation tasks.
# of clusters Type I Type II Type III
1 −33.82± 0.79 −33.98± 0.88 −32.07± 0.80
2 −16.71± 0.81 −27.07± 0.43 −21.65± 0.90
3 −13.65± 0.48 −26.82± 0.56 −19.05± 0.71
4 −12.70± 0.31 −22.46± 0.42 −18.29± 0.49
5 −11.73± 0.22 −26.95± 0.36 −15.63± 0.25
6 −11.36± 0.25 −26.77± 0.34 −15.88± 0.21
ment changes, thus leading to poor scalability in constantly-changing environments. In practice, a moderate number of
instantiated environment clusters (e.g., 4 ∼ 6) is sufficient to obtain appealing performance in these navigation tasks.
5 Conclusion
In the paper, we presented a LifeLong Incremental Reinforcement Learning (LLIRL) framework that adaptively mod-
ifies the agent’s behavior as the environment changes over its lifetime, incrementally building upon previous experi-
ences to facilitate lifelong learning adaptation. LLIRL employs an EM algorithm, in conjunction with a CRP prior,
to maintain a mixture of environment models to handle dynamic environments over time. During lifelong learning,
all environment models are adapted as necessary in a fully incremental manner, with new models instantiated for en-
vironmental changes and old models retrieved when previously seen environments are encountered again. The CRP
prior over an infinite mixture enables new environment models to be incrementally instantiated as needed without any
external information to signal environmental changes in advance. Experiments for a suite of continuous control tasks
demonstrated that LLIRL is capable of building upon previous experiences to facilitate lifelong learning adaptation to
various dynamic environments. Our results showed that LLIRL can correctly cluster environments in a latent space,
retrieve previously seen environments, and incrementally instantiate new environment clusters as needed.
While we use policy gradient as our evaluation domain, our method is general and can easily be implemented on other
RL architectures (e.g., deep Q-networks [9]). A potential direction for future work would be to employ non-parametric
models (e.g., Gaussian process, k-nearest neighbors) to represent the environment with improved flexibility. Another
direction would be to develop an efficient framework that introduces only one set of parameters to train the policy and
parameterize the environment concurrently.
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